WHOA NELLIE!

Big Juicy Melons

A CRATE FULL OF FRESH
A UNIQUE FUSION OF CLASSIC PINBALL DESIGN AND MODERN TECHNOLOGY. IT MAY HAVE BEEN "BORN IN A BARN" BUT IT'S LOADED WITH ENTERTAINMENT VALUE AND OPERATOR RELIABILITY.

4 PLAYER GAME!

INCLUDES BASE CRATE AND POWDER COATED LEGS

DIMENSIONS:
BOXED: H:56" W:31" D:31" 230 LBS
UNBOXED: H:47" W:29" D:35" 210 LBS
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There's Nothing Else Like It

- Classic Pinball Style;
  Designed by Dennis Nordman
- An Easy to Learn
  Game with Challenges
  for Every Skill Level
- Original Greg Freres
  Hand Drawn Art
  Throughout —
  Featuring 11 Color
  Screened Playfield
  and Printed
  Backglass

- The Most Unique
  Pinball Cabinet Ever
  Built—Simulating
  Weathered Stacked
  Fruit Crates with
  Colorful Decal Art;
  Perfect at Home or
  on Location
- Includes Both Base
  “Crate” and
  Powder-Coated
  “Rusted” Metal
  Legs

- Bottom Arch
  Display for
  Replay Level,
  Diagnostics,
  and Settings
  Adjustments

- Power of the New
  “Spike” Electronics
  System
- Illuminated Mechanical
  Score Reels with Up to
  4-Player Capability
- Retro-Style Bumper
  Caps and Flipper Bats

- All LED Lighting with
  Controlled General
  Illumination
- 2 Backglass Flasher
  Lamps
- Dual Scoring Action
  Bulls-Eye Targets
- Newly Designed
  Illuminated
  Star-Rollover Switches

- Adjustable Game Rule
  Settings Ranging From
  “Sweet” to “Sassy”
- Lively Music with a
  Deep Set of Colorful
  Sound Effects and
  Local Character Speech

- Base Crate
  Features Themed
  “Whoa Nellie”
  Blonde Ale
  Crushed Beer
  Cans for That
  Perfect Playfield
  Angle
- Standard Coin Door
  for Location Play
- A Return to
  “The Knocker” —
  You’ll Know it When
  You Hear It!
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